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INVARIANTS OF FINITE GROUPS GENERATED BY
REFLECTIONS.*
By CLAUDE CHEVALLEY.

1. An invertiblelinear transformation
of a finitedimensionalvector
space v over a fieldK will be called a reflection
if it is of ordertwo and
leaves a hyperplanepointwisefixed. A group G of linear transformations
of V is a finitereflection
groupif it is a finitegroupgeneratedby reflections.
The operationsof G extend to automorphisms
of the symmetricalgebra S
of V by the rule g (P) (x) == P(g-1 (x) ), (P ? S, x ? V), and an elementP ? S
such that g (P) =P for all g e G is said to be an invariantof G. Our main
purposein this note is to provethe theorem:
(A) Let G be a finitereflection
g-oup in a n-dimensionalvector-space
V overa fieldK of characteristic
zero. Then the K-algebraJ of invariants
of G is generatedby n algebraicallyindependenthomogeneouselements(and
the unit).
A vectorspace A is gradedby subspacesAl, (i positiveinteger),if it is
the directsum of the Al. The degreed?P of P e A is the smallestintegerj
such that PeEA';
the elementsof At are the homogeneouselementsof
i_j

degreei. When the At are finitedimensional,the Poincare series of A in
t is definedas
the indeterminate

Pt(A ) ==E dim.Aitti.
In particularS is graded in the obviousway and Pt(S) = (1- t)-n. Let
F be the ideal generatedby the homogeneouselementsof strictlypositive
degreesin J. Then the grading of S induces a grading of the quotient
space S/F. Since F is invariantunder G, the operationsof G in S induce
automorphisms
of S/F. We shall also prove:
(B) Let 11,.
In be a minimal systemof homogeneousgenerators
of J and let mi be the degreeof Ii, (1 < i? n). Then
Pt 03/pi)

-

(1

-t)-f

i=n
*n 11 (1

- tmi)

j=1

* Received June 9, 1955.
a .S
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The productof the mris equal to the order of G and to the dimensionof
S/F. The natural representation
of G in S/F is equivalentto the regular
representation.
2. Two lemmas. In this paragraph,the characteristic
p of the infinite
K is allowedto be 7 0 and G denotesa finitereflection
groupin V
groundfield
whoseorderN is primeto p.1 To any elementPe S we can then associate
its average over G:
M (P) --1/N E, g(P) .
geG

LEMMA 1. Let U1,
, U., be invariantsof G such that U1 does not
,UUr. Let Pi, (1
mi ),
belong to the ideal generatedin J by U2,
m
be homogeneous
elementsof S satisfying
a relation7. Pi Ui - 0. Then P1 ? F.
1

If d0P1= 0, then it followsfromthe assumptionand fromthe relation
M(P)
that P1 =- M(P1)
m

Ul +

-+ M(Pm) Un-0

0. Assumenow d0P, > 0 and the lemmato be true for

all relationsI Qt U - 0 with homogeneousQi and d0Ql< d0P,. Let s be
1

a reflection
of G leaving pointwisefixeda hyperplanewith equation L =0.

Then s(Pi)-

Pi

L Q, (Qi--S, i1,
Q1 U1+

,nm), and
?+Qm Um

O

whence,by induction,Q, c F or, otherwisesaid, s(P1)- P1 mod.F; the group
G being generatedby reflections,
we have then g(P) --P1mod.F for any
of strictlypositive
9 e G, whenceP1 = M (P1) mod.F; sinceP1 is homogeneous
degree,the same is true for M (P1); thereforeM (P1) F and P1i F.
Assume K to be a perfectfield. Let I,, (1 ? i ?inm), be
homogeneousinvariantswhich form an ideal basis of F,2 with mi- dI
prime to p for i ? r. Then 11,
, I are algebraicallyindependent.
LEMMA 2.

Let us suppose the lemma to be false and let HI(1,,* , I,.) = 0 be a
- *, y,)
non trivialrelationof minimaldegreebetween1,,*- I- , whereH (y1,*
I In this paper,we are primarilyinterestedin the case p = 0, but Lemma2 will
be used in a forthcoming
paperof A. Borel,to appear in Jour.Math. Pur. Appl.
2 This always exists sinceby the classical theorem
forinvariantsof a finitegroup,
J is a finitely
generatedK-algebra.
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is a polynomialin r lettersyi. We may assumethatthereexistsan integerh
such that for any monomialyk,.
yrkr of H we have
kI ml+

*+kcrMr=-h.

The partial derivativesOl/byi are not all zero, because otherwise(for
p7&0, the only case for whichit is not obvious), K being perfect,H would
be the p-th power of a polynomialH*, and H* (I1,
, ,) =0
would be
a non trivialrelationof strictlysmallerdegree. Set

Hi,~ OH10yi(II,*

(

,1r),

iCr);

then H1I
,Hr are in J and not all zero; aftera possiblepermutationof
indices,we may assume that theybelongto the ideal generatedin J by the
firsts of them,but that none of H1,
, H8 belongsto the ideal generated
by the otherones in J. Set
i=8
H8+j=

Let

Xk,

k
(1 ? I<

I Vj,Hj.

*1=1

n), be coordinatesin V. Since

Hi * (OI(/Xk)-?

(l

0C

k:5 n),

we have by Lemma 1
j-r-s

Iial/xk +

, Vij, ,(dIs+j/1Xk)

j=1

e

,

(1?

i?

s; 1?/k?

n)

(the left hand sides are homogeneousin the xk by the above remarkon the
monomialsof H). Multiplyingthis relationby Xk and adding the relations
thus obtained,we get

4
mJ- +

j=1

-=
Vj,.m8.181+j

(1 ? i c

AlI,

s).

where the Ai,I are formsbelongingto the ideal generatedby x,
, x,,.
For reasons of homogeneity,
we have A,I =0- if Ih is not of strictlylower
degreethan II; m} being primeto p for i< r, we see that I1 belongsto the
ideal generatedby the otherI>, which is a contradiction.Thus I,
,Ir
are algebraicallyindependent.
3. Proofs of Theorems(A) and (B).

We assume again the ground-

field to be of characteristic zero and denote as in Lemma 2 by

homogeneousinvariantsof G formingan ideal basis of F.
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theyare algebraicallyindependent,
whencealso m _ n. Using averagesover
G, it is readilyseen by inductionon the degree that the unit and the Ii
generateJ and thus, to finishthe proof of (A), there remains to show
that m?n.
Let x
, xr be coordinatesin V and let K (x) be the fieldof rational
functionsin the xi. It is acted upon in a natural way by G and we denote
by L the subfieldof elementsinvariantunder G. Then K(x) is a Galois
extensionof L, with Galois group G and L has also transcendence
degreen
over K. On the other hand, G being finite,everyinvariantin K(x) is
classically the quotient of two invariant polynomials;thus L-K(J)
is
generatedby the Is, and m _ n.
LEMMA3. Let P1,- ,P8 be homogeneouselementsof S whoseresidue
classesmodF are linearlyindependentoverK in S/F. Then P1,
, P8 are
linearlyindependentover K(J).
-? V 8 P8
Let V1FP +
? be a relationwith V1eK (J), (1 i _ s).
We have to provethat Vi 0 forall i and it is enoughto considerthe case
wherethe Vi are homogeneouselementsof J such that d0VT+ d0Pi is equal
to a constanth independentof i.
.
By the degree of the monomialIk1
we mean its degree as
1, 2,
element of S, i. e. k1m1+ * *+ ktn,m. Let Si, (j
), be the
different
monomialsin the hI arrangedby increasingdegrees,with S,
1.
We have
=

-Vi,

j?0

(ks1eK,k=j 0 for d0VI#d0Sj, (1 ?i?

kijS&,

n)),

and our relationmay be written
j?O

wi Si*>= 0,

0TXj E kijPi),
j=1

whereWj is homogeneous,
of degreeequal to h - d0Sj. Assumethat k7j= 0
for 1 i? s and j < t. Since by TheoremA the monomialSt does not
belongto the ideal generatedin J by the Sj withj > t, we have by Lemma 1
W F and the hypothesisgives then kt -0 for i =- 1, -s.
This proves
=0 for all i, j, and the lemma.
by inductionon j that 1ckj
We now come to the proof of (B). The field K(x) being a normal
extensioniof K(J) with Galois group G, has degree N over K(J), hence
the dimensionof S/F over K is finlite. Let A1, . . ,A q be homogeneous
polynomialswhoseresidueclasses modF forma basis of S/F. By induction
on the degreewe see that everyP c S may be expressedas linear combination
11
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of the Ai with coefficients
in J, and this expressionis unique in view of
Lemma 3. Hence
Pt (S) =Pt (S/IF) ' Pt (J);

but Pt(S) = (1-t)-n

and TheoremA givesPt(J)

the firstassertionof (B).

=1

(1-

tm)-l, whence

We may also write
=

Pt(S/F)

J=tn
(1+
j=1

t +t2

+

and, settingt 1, we get dim.S/F =-nml .
m. Since everyelement
of K(x) may be writtenas the quotientof a polynomialby an invariant
polynomial,it also followsfromthe above and Lemma 3 that the Ai forma
basis of K(x) over K(J), whenceN -=dim. S/F.
We have for g e G
=

g (Ai)

j=N
=

(iA=
aij(g)A1,

1=1

,

, N),

where the aij(g) are homogeneouselementsof J and where a"(g) c K by
homogeneity.The matrices (aij (g)) describethe natural representation
of
G in K(x), consideredas vectorspace over K(J). If we reducethe coefficientsmodF we get the natural representation
of G in S/F, consideredas
vectorspace over K; this reductiondoes not affectthe diagonal coefficients,
henceboth representations
have the same characterand are equivalent. But
G is the Galois group of the normal extensionK(x) of K(J), so that the
formerrepresentation
is equivalentto the regularrepresentation,
whichproves
the last statementof (B).
COLUMBIAUNIVERSITY.
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